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ABSTRACT

Arithmetic coding is usually implemented in �xed pre�
cision� Such an implementation cannot e�ciently code
sources� such as image coding algorithms� that locally
produce a small fraction of a large alphabet of symbols�
In this paper� we propose a novel approach to overcome
this ine�ciency� The proposed algorithm uses dual sym�
bol sets� a primary symbol set that contains the symbols
that have occurred in the recent past and a secondary
symbol set that contains all other symbols� Both sets are
dynamically adapted to the local statistics� We summa�
rize an analysis of the proposed approach and describe
the results that we have obtained by applying it to im�
ages�

� Introduction

Adaptive arithmetic coding is an e�cient entropy coding
technique widely used to code quantized symbols in im�
age compression� It is characterized by a high compres�
sion e�ciency and an ability to adapt itself to the local
statistics of a source� However� it su�ers from a fun�
damental ine�ciency when it is applied to image com�
pression� Image coding usually produces a large source
alphabet� Moreover� the distribution of the symbol se�
quence is highly inhomogeneous in general� When adap�
tive arithmetic coding is used in such a case� its cod�
ing e�ciency is greatly impaired because it cannot �nd
a good balance between two con�icting requirements�
accurate estimation of the probability of each symbol
and good tracking of changes in the source statistics�
Reliable estimation of the probabilities of symbols re�
quires that scaling of the symbol occurrence counts be
performed infrequently 	
�� One the other hand� good
tracking of changing statistics requires frequent scaling
of these counts�
Furthermore� in image coding the symbols that ap�

pear locally are generally a small fraction of the total
alphabet� The large number of symbols that do not oc�
cur locally distorts the weighted probabilities of local
symbols� This further reduces compression e�ciency�
In this paper� we propose a novel modi�ed arithmetic

coding procedure which does not su�er from the prob�

lems mentioned above� The proposed method uses dual
symbol sets� A primary symbol set contains all the sym�
bols which have occurred recently� A secondary symbol
set contains all other symbols� The primary set is used
as the default coding alphabet set� A special symbol is
used to escape to the secondary symbol set when the
procedure encounters a symbol that is not in the pri�
mary set� Both symbol sets are dynamically adapted to
the local statistics�
Comparison between the proposed method and the

conventional method is also reported in this paper� Sim�
ulations show that the proposed method can achieve ��
� more compression than conventional arithmetic cod�
ing 	�� when used with a modi�ed JPEG image coding
technique� and up to ��� more compression when ap�
plied with the wavelet based image coding approach of
	���

� Limitations of Conventional Arithmetic Cod�

ing

Arithmetic coding procedures are implemented in �xed
precision� generally in integer arithmetic� The probabil�
ity of a symbol is estimated by the ratio of its frequency
count �i�e�� the number of times it occurs� to the to�
tal frequency count of all symbols �i�e�� the sum of the
frequency counts of the individual symbols�� Arithmetic
coding allows no zero probability� Thus the smallest fre�
quency count associated with a given a symbol is �� since
� is the smallest non�zero number that we can represent
with integers�
To avoid over�ow and under�ow� the number of bits f

that we use to represent frequency counts and the num�
ber of bits p that we use to represent integer words in
�xed arithmetic must satisfy certain conditions� Speci��
cally� suppose that we use c bits to represent code values�
then we must have 	���

f � c� � ���

p � f � c� ���

Scaling occurs when the total frequency count reaches
its maximum value of �f 	��� Scaling introduces a local�
ity of reference� However� it also reduces the reliabil�



ity of the estimated probabilities of individual symbols�
For reliable estimation of these probabilities� �f must
be much larger than the alphabet size�
If the alphabet is large� as is frequently the case in im�

age coding� �f must be large too� A larger �f means that
scaling is performed less often� This in turn implies a
reduced ability to track changing source statistics� The
slow learning of changing statistics reduces compression
e�ciency� It is therefore desirable to increase the fre�
quency of scaling while accommodating all symbols�
Furthermore� in image coding� the symbols that ap�

pear locally in an image are usually a small fraction of
the symbol alphabet� Since the probability of a sym�
bol is estimated by its weighted frequency count and
the frequency count for a symbol is at least �� the large
number of symbols that do not occur locally distorts the
values of the estimated probabilities of the symbols that
appear locally in the image�

� Dual Set Arithmetic Coding

The proposed arithmetic coding uses dual symbol sets�
a primary symbol set and a secondary symbol set� The
primary symbol set contains the symbols that have oc�
curred in the recent past plus a special symbol ESC�
The secondary symbol set contains all other symbols�
The primary symbol set is used as the default symbol
set� When the procedure encounters a symbol that is
not in the primary symbol set� it encodes ESC �rst�
This indicates that the secondary symbol set will be
used to code the current symbol� Symbols can move dy�
namically from one symbol set to the other to adapt to
the local statistics� Speci�cally� the proposed algorithm
operates as follows�

�� Initial State� All symbols except EOF �End Of
File� are in the primary symbol set� The symbol
EOF is in the secondary symbol set since it is used
only once� The symbol ESC always stays in the
primary symbol set with frequency count �� All
frequency counts are initialized to ��

�� �a� If the current symbol is in the primary symbol
set� encode the symbol and increase its fre�
quency count by �� Then go to Step ��

�b� If the current symbol is not in the primary
symbol set� encode the special symbol ESC�
Then use the secondary symbol set to encode
the current symbol� The symbol is then moved
from the secondary symbol set to the primary
set since it is likely to occur in the future�

�� If the sum of all frequency counts in the primary
symbol set reaches maximum� the frequency counts
associated with all symbols in the primary symbol
set are halved and rounded up to integers �the scal�
ing process�� All symbols with a frequency count
of � except ESC are moved to the secondary sym�
bol set� We note here that the frequency counts of

those symbols which occur recently are larger than
�� and thus stay in the primary symbol set�


� Go back to Step � to code the next symbol�

The decoding procedure proceeds similarly� Several
variations of the basic coding and decoding procedures
described here are reported in 	���
Observe that the algorithm described above assumes

that the source is memoryless� i�e�� that symbols are in�
dependent� We can easily extend it to deal with Markov
sources� The performance margin of the proposed algo�
rithm increases when higher�order Markov models are
used� The frequency count of a symbol produced by a
Markov source depends on its context� The probability
distortions caused by symbols that have not occurred
are therefore more pronounced than with memoryless
sources�

� Performance Analysis

Notice that� as compared to the conventional arithmetic
coding procedure� our algorithm encodes symbols that
are in the primary set more e�ciently than those in
the secondary set� It is therefore important to quan�
tify the di�erence in compression that results from using
the conventional and proposed arithmetic coding proce�
dures� To this end� let us assume with no loss of gener�
ality that the input �le is divided into blocks with the
size of mth block Bm� Further� let Fm and Sm be the
respective primary and secondary symbol sets at the be�
ginning of block m� and let Tm be the total frequency
count of symbols in Fm� Denote by Vm the set of sym�
bols in the secondary symbol set which occur in block
m� and ca�m the number of occurrences of symbol a in
block m� Let the cardinality of a �nite set A be jAj�
Finally� let A

�B represent A�A� �� � � � �A� B � ��� and
A� �B for A�A � �� � � � �A � B � ��� We provide in 	�� a
proof of the following theorem�

Theorem � The total saving in bits that results from

using the proposed procedure� rather than conventional

arithmetic coding� to encode a �le is given by�

X

m

log
�
	 �Tm � jSmj � ��

�Bm �� log
�
	T

�Bm
m �

� log
�

Y

a�Vm

ca�m � log
�
	 jSmj

�jVmj �� ���

If ��� is positive� the proposed algorithm is more ef�
�cient than the conventional arithmetic coding� Other�
wise� it is less e�cient� The di�erence between the �rst
and second terms in ��� represents the saving that is due
to the more accurate probability model used by the pro�
posed algorithm� The last two terms in ��� correspond
to the overhead associated with using dual symbol sets�
When the cardinality of the secondary set is large and
few symbols are moved to the primary set� it is always



positive� This is often the case in image coding� which
has been con�rmed by the simulations that we shall de�
scribe later in this paper�
Theorem � also implies that the performance margin

that the proposed algorithm enjoys over conventional
arithmetic coding increases when f decreases or when
the ratio of the size of the total alphabet to that of a
speci�c source increases� Note that ��� does not depend
on the statistical properties of the symbols in Fm for
block m� It implies that� among all sources that di�er
from one another in the probabilities of the symbols in
Fm for some block m� the relative saving is higher for
sources that can be encoded with less bits�
Finally� note that Theorem � allows us to predict eas�

ily when the dual set arithmetic coding is more e��
cient in compression than conventional arithmetic cod�
ing� For example� suppose that in an imaging coding
application we need to encode ������ symbols for a ���
by ��� image� Further� assume that the alphabet size
is ���� and the actual symbol set of the image is of size
��� We may take f � �� to balance our needs for accu�
rate estimates of probabilities and fast adaptation to the
changing underlying statistics� Suppose that � symbols
are in the secondary symbol set for each block� Then
Theorem � tells us the savings that result from using
dual set arithmetic coding is about ���
 bits�symbol� or
���� bits per pixel for the image� This translates into
��� saving if the bit rate with conventional arithmetic
coding is about ��� bits per pixel�
We have also derived lower and upper bounds of the

proposed method� For details� interested readers are
referred to 	���

� Experimental Results

To gain some insight into the performance of the pro�
posed method� we have applied it to several image cod�
ing schemes� along with the conventional arithmetic cod�
ing described in 	��� The following dimensionless per�
centage performance ratio is used to measure the com�
pression enhancement

PR �
Lc � Lp

Lc
� ����� �
�

where Lp is the coded �le length with the proposed
method� and Lc is that with the conventional method�
Both methods use exactly the same parameters in the
simulations� The original images used in simulations are
shown Fig� �� They are either ��� by ��� or ��� by ���
gray images with � bits per pixel�
We �rst applied both arithmetic coding approaches to

the wavelet based coding method described in 	��� The
method uses a bottom up approach to track and predict
edges in the wavelet domain� The method o�ers an ideal
case for the application of the proposed method� due to
its large symbol set and fast changing local statistics�
Several tracking approaches as well as di�erent wavelet

�A� �B�

�C� �D�

Figure �� Original images used in the test� �A� Zelda�
�B� Milkdrop� �C� Couple� and �D� Mandrill�

�lters were studied in 	��� Table � shows some exper�
imental results on the ��� by ��� image Zelda for �
di�erent coding approaches� The second row is the cod�
ing results using the proposed arithmetic coding� The
next row in the table is the corresponding results us�
ing the conventional one� The performance ratio PR is
listed in the last row� As we can see from the table� the
proposed method is consistently better than the conven�
tional method� in the range from ��� to about ����

Table �� Compression of ��� by ��� Zelda with the
coders in 	��

Approaches � � � 
 �
Dual �bpp� ���� ���� ��
� ���� �����
Conv� �bpp� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
PR ��� ���� ���� ��� ��� ���

Next we applied both methods to the baseline JPEG
method 	�� whose Hu�man coding part was replaced
by the proposed method or the conventional arithmetic
coding� Recall that JPEG includes two coding parts�
the entropy coding part and the �variable length inte�
ger � �VRI� part� Table � shows the results on the ���
by ��� images shown in Fig� �� The fourth column of
the table �labeled as �Entropy�� provides a comparison
of the performances of the conventional and proposed
arithmetic coding approaches when applied to the en�
tropy coding part of the JPEG procedure� The �fth
column compares the two algorithms based on overall
bit rates� Note that since arithmetic coding is used only
to encode the entropy coding part� a performance com�



parison based on the ratio of the overall bit rates is not
a good indicator of performance�

Table �� Comparison for JPEG and JPEG�like coders

JPEG JPEG�like

PR ��� Overall
Images Conv� �bpp� Dual �bpp�

Entropy Overall
Conv� �bpp� Dual �bpp�

PR ���

���� ���
 ���� ���� ��
� ���� ����
Zelda ���� ���� ���� 
��� ���� ���� ����

����� ����� ���� 
��� ����� ����� ���

��
� ��
� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
Milkdrop ���� ����� ���� ���
 ����� ���� ����

���� ����� ���� 
��� ����� ��
�� ����

���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
Couple ���� ��
 ���� ���� ��
� ���
 ����

���� ��� ���� 
��� ��
� ����� ����

���
 ��� ��� 
��� ���
 ���� ����
Mandrill ���� ��
� ���� 
�

 ���� ���� ���

���
 ���� ��� 
��� ���� ���� ���

To better compare the two arithmetic coding meth�
ods� we replaced the VRI part in the baseline JPEG by
direct entropy coding of all quantized dc and ac coe��
cients as well as the run�lengths of zeros� Note that in
this case� the symbol alphabet depends on the quantiza�
tion table used� We always selected a symbol alphabet
of minimum size that included all possible symbols� For
example� if the scaling factor is chosen to be ���� and as�
sume the smallest ac quantization step is ��� � �� � ����
the alphabet used is then 	����� ����� This is obtained
from the division by ��� of the ac DCT coe�cients�
which are in the range from ����
 to ���� 	��� This is
possible since the scaling factor �or more precisely� the
quality number� is transmitted to the decoder as side
information� The simulations results are also shown in
Table �� which are referred as �JPEG�like�� In Table ��
each row gives exactly the same coding images�

From the Table �� we can see that the proposed
method o�ers better compression for both JPEG and
�JPEG�like� image coding methods� For the �JPEG�
like� method� the improvement ranges from ����� to
����� depending on images and bit rate� When the
bit rate is reduced� the performance margin increases
with the �JPEG�like� method� We note here that the
�JPEG�like� approach is always better than its JPEG
counterparts�

We notice that the performance margin for the JPEG
or JPEG�like methods is not as large as that for the
wavelet based method in 	��� This is because the wavelet
based coding method was coded from small scales to
large scales� The symbol changes from one scale to an�
other scale is more predictable than the block based
JPEG or JPEG�like method� This better prediction
yields less hitting of the secondary symbol set� and thus

improves performance�

� Conclusion

We have proposed a novel arithmetic coding method in
this paper� The proposed method works considerably
better than the conventional arithmetic coding method
for typical image compression methods in which the al�
phabet is large but symbols generated by an image are
just small fraction of the alphabet� especially when the
source statistics changes signi�cantly� Simulations on
several image coding schemes have con�rmed this asser�
tion� They all show favorable results for the proposed
method�
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